A RESOLUTION TO ADD PHOENIX CARD SWIPES TO DANIELEY CENTER RESIDENCE BUILDINGS

WHEREAS: Every student at Elon University deserves the same security throughout all of campus, and;

WHEREAS: Danieley Center has open common rooms without a security measure, and;

WHEREAS: The Master Security Plan calls for Key Swipes to be installed and functioning by August 2009, and;

WHEREAS: The residents have expressed vocal concern for their safety when congregated in these common rooms, therefore;

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF ELON UNIVERSITY THAT:

ARTICLE I: Phoenix Card swipes for all of Danieley Center are requested to be added to the upcoming budget for the 2010-2011 school year.

ARTICLE II: Phoenix Card swipes are recommended to be installed and functioning by move in day of the 2010-2011 school year.

ARTICLE III: Campus Security working in conjunction with Physical Plant shall deem who has access and the specific door locations for installation.
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